Winners & Losers:
Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash
Giveaways to Voting Districts (1)
"...While we wish Akufo Addo all the success he needs to responsibly and accountably
administer Unitary Ghana...We must properly and critically evaluate the proposals for
internal coherence and the power of those ideas to impact life opportunities of the average
Ghanaian...What...prevents the next president from setting aside 75%...How come Akufo
Addo...did not select the same...District Assemblies...that Akufo Addo now says he will ensure
their Directors...are appointed...through elections?...To recap...Akufo Addo's proposal to
directly provide "the equivalent of US$1 million" to each of the 275 voting constituencies
every year for purposes of development outside of a Constitution is a voucher scheme precisely
the kind we'd expect of from ALEC-inspired American conservatives. It will weaken Unitary
Ghana, whether Nana Akufo Addo Dankwa knows it, understands it, or not...", Prof Lungu, 1
Jan 17).

This essay is our first of several non-partisan, objective reviews of proposals advanced by Nana
Akufo Addo Dankwa at the height of the 2016 elections, which the winning NPP 2016
presidential team is still doubling down on, and promoting to any Ghanaian who will listen, or
watch.
While we wish Akufo Addo all the success he needs to responsibly and accountably administer
Unitary Ghana, it is important that those of us in a position to do so, who have time, marry
promises made with objective data, as faithfully as we can. We must properly and critically
evaluate the proposals for internal coherence and the power of those ideas to positively impact
life opportunities of the average Ghanaian and in addition, make Unitary Ghana a lot stronger
and less divisive.
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To recap for the moment, in the run-up to the 2016 elections in Ghana, Nana Akufo Addo
Dankwa and Dr. Mahamudu Bawumia promised to allocate to each constituency "the equivalent
of US$1 million" every year as part of a "programme of infrastructure for poverty eradication",
at the level of voting districts.

Political expediency that benefits partisan political goals can never by a Ghana-centered value or
good, particularly if it is not sanctioned by a Constitution of all the People and pegged to a
metric all citizens can understand. Significant proposals that allocate funds year-after-year ought
not to have rat-sized loopholes that allow another partisan political party, and still more, to
change the parameters of such program(s) just because they can, without recourse provisions in a
people-sanctioned and approved Constitution. As such, as far as Unitary Ghana is concerned, we
believe strongly that there are several significant issues with Akufo Addo's "Funds-forUnknown-Constituencies" program. The issues are at ounce constitutional, conceptual,
administrative, and rational, and a complex mix of same. The problem require addressing by the
proposers not just with talk-talk, but real, objective data.
OPERATIONAL VALIDITY OF VOTING DISTRICTS AS DETERMINANTS OF
DEVELOPMENT FUNDING DECISIONS IS ALIEN TO THE FREE WORLD:
There is no operationally valid reason to peg development funds to voting districts except
political. Increasingly, Ghana is getting urbanized. As such, for effective, outcome-based
representation and management in urban/peri-urban and rural settings, electoral districts are
typically re-adjusted by law, such as after an official census.
Generally, voting districts are not "communities". Consequently, a very big head-scratcher for us
is how and when, in the mind of Akufo Addo, a constituency (there were 267 during the last
presidential elections, and 275 during the 2016 elections), transform into a "community" with
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"needs for development" that would justify direct funding from the resource-challenged capital
budget of the state.
First, consider that it is "Communities" (i.e., neighborhoods, villages, districts, towns, cities,
regions (NVDTCRs)), that normally have shared values and experiences required for faithfully,
honestly, and rationally determining socio-economic and other problems; including community
goals and objectives, and plans for their resolution and mitigation.
Second, the fact remains that serious professional planners and administrators initiate
development plans (national, regional, district), master plans for towns, area development and
facilities plans, etc., for the NVDTCRs. In addition, they also do functional master plans
(highway and roads, parks and recreation, shoping/services and hotels, railways, ports,
communications systems, airports, hospitals/medical, waterfront, etc.). However, these are
almost always at the level of one or more of the NVDTCRs, including the national.
In serious, professional practice, planners and administrators they do not directly initiate or
develop plans for voting districts (i.e., constituencies). That is quite possibly the major reason the
statute that established the National Development Planning Commission (NDPC) did not identify
"constituencies" as planning or funding "blocks" of any kind, outside the general idea of
ensuring citizens have a voice in national development planning.In Ghana, it is the Electoral
Commission that uses constituencies (voting district) as the basic planning blocks for all its
work, as it must, given its statutory mission. Political parties, for their own partisan gain, may
use constituency information available to the public for their own agenda as long as they alone
bear any and every cost. (Please take a moment to review Generalized Planning Areas and
Infrastructure Systems Development, graphic, as we go forward).
Akufo Addo and his team could easily have chosen to use Census Districts (CD) for their
program, but didn't. CDs are the greatest and most effective generators of data on communities
because that is what effective governments and professional administration do. In Ghana, there
were CDs in 2010. CDs are the standards many developed countries rely on to assess community
health and needs, including levels of physical/infrastructural development, employment and
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growth. Those data can them be economically distilled down to the NVDTCRs, but rarely to
Voting Districts, except for armchair academic exercise (and partisan/political purposes).
Consider what the Ghana Statistical Services reported following the 2010 Census enumeration:
"...The final census results were presented for the 10 Administrative Regions and the 170
Districts...Questions asked during the population and housing census covered geographical
location of the population, Households and Non-household population, Literacy and Education,
Emigration, Demographic and Economic Characteristics, Disability, Information and
Communication Technology (ICT), Fertility, Mortality, Agricultural Activity and Housing
Conditions...", 2010 Population and Housing Census, GSS.
So, Akufo-Addo (and Bawumia) want Ghanaians to understand that constituencies are in fact
better and more reasonable representatives of their "communities", compared to Census Districts
(and the NVDTCRs)!
Problem for Akufo-Addo is that, for all the talk-talk, he and his team have not explained clearly
why it is necessary that in 21st Century Unitary Ghana, voting districts must become "political
units" for determination of the needs for development funding, including funding levels, at any
percentage?
Significantly, having passed over the NVDTCRs and CDs, Akufo Addo further tests the limits
of the Constitution and the Local Government Act 462 (1993) that specify that District
Assemblies (DA), that is, administrative districts, including metropolitan districts (and their
neighborhoods) in the Regions are (1) the "highest political authority" outside the national, "with
deliberative, legislative and executive powers", (2) are the development authorities in their areas
of jurisdiction, and (3) can partner to develop common resources and facilities that may span
more than the geographical extent of one DA.
Akufo Addo and his team do not plan to allocate those resources to the DAs even though from
the other side of their mouths they are communicating to Ghanaians that beginning 2018, all DA
executives in Ghana will be directly appointed by the people, through elections.
Why must Ghana bear competing and duplicative administration?
How is Akufo Addo going to do all these important things starting in 2017 when his team has not
bothered to communicate to the people information about what, when, how, if ever, Akufo Addo
will do all these things, but only after he fixes the warts-infested Rawlings Constitution?
Is that not a more important, foundational goal for Ghana today?
We hope that Akufo Addo will tell the People the real, the actual reason, he proposed that nearly
20% of capital budget funds should go directly to constituencies when voting districts are not
always communities with shared values, needs, goals, and plans; and another president can just
as easily change the parameters of the program without recourse to a duly sanctioned
Constitution of all the People.
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GHANA'S NEW "CONSERVATIVE PARTY VOUCHER PROGRAM" MAY
DESTROY UNITARY GHANA:
What is the Constitutional basis and of what impact on Unitary Ghana, this Akufo Addo
proposal, we must ask.
Fact is, in most progressive, developed, and developing countries, NVDTCRs, CDs, and other
Administrative "Districts" (including Regions/states/Provinces, etc.), constitute the units of
analyses for planning and community development. Those are areas funding is directed for
development, health, and growth, beyond agencies who by default have geographic areas of
responsibilities that are rarely census districts, except in the case of electoral commissions and
bureaus as we've shown.
Throwing all jokes and Trumpian election promises aside, lawyer Nana Akufo Addo Danwka
ought to recognize that there is actually no law in Ghana, (in fact, there ought to be no law in
Ghana), that gives a solitary president the sole authority to decree from Accra that he/she will set
aside a certain percentage of development funds (approx 20% in this case) for the infrastructure
development of voting districts many of whom he has never visited.
What, we must ask again, prevents the next president from setting aside 50%, 75%, etc., of all
funds dedicated to infrastructure development directly for voting districts, and without
consideration of national and regional development priorities, and such? Then, when the
constituents fail or squander all that cash without beneficial results, when there is no proper
accounting, or when the constituents have incurred unplanned/uninsured liabilities as many
surely will, the president can merely point fingers at those constituents.
Dear reader, by not seriously attempting to fix the wrongs in the Rawlings Constitution, but
rather, by attempting to assume authority to directly pay voting districts, Akufo Addo is not only
making the Presidency even more powerful, he is as well making it less accountable. Those are
predictable effect of the scheme to directly fund constituencies.
Significantly, Akufo Addo's promise has great potential to weaken the Unitary Ghana
bequeathed to Ghanaians by Kwame Nkrumah and many of the great ones who believed in that
nationalistic concept. ALEC1 could not have written a better plan for dissolving Ghana as the
rich and the powerful gain more and more control, as they surely will.
Akufo Addo's proposal to directly provide "the equivalent of US$1 million" to each of the 275
voting constituencies every year for purposes of development outside of a Constitution approved
by the People is a divisive and diversionary voucher scheme precisely the kind we'd expect from
ALEC-inspired conservatives. We see it as a naked vote-buying scheme for purely partisan
purposes masquerading as freedom of choice in development for Ghanaians. It will weaken
Unitary Ghana in more ways than we can count, whether Nana Akufo Addo Dankwa knows it,
understands it, or not. The talk about the promise, in addition to available data and our
professional estimates, suggest to us numerous flaws inherently built into the $275 million-peryear proposal, enough to make the cash payments not only unconstitutional, but also
administratively ineffective and potentially wasteful of resources.
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In fact, as former officials and major politicians in Ghana who surely have access to better and
more information, their talk on the cost of their proposal does not even add up as we will show in
this paper.
OUR 21ST CENTURY GLOBAL AGE REQUIRES MORE DATA THAN TALK-TALK:
Every person in Ghana knows that Ghanaians talk way too much!
In fact, a Google search of the term "Ghanaians talk too much" the first day of January, 2017,
yielded over 4,100 hits.
Ask a Ghanaian and they will also tell you that talk is a lot cheaper than real actions that help
Ghanaians and their communities.
(In the next paper(s) we will show with more data and graphics that as well, conceptually, the
whole million-dollars-per-constituency- per-year is deeply flawed, if Akufo Addo and Bawumia
want Ghanaians to believe what they are saying).
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Winners & Losers:
Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash
Giveaways to Voting Districts (2)
"...The intelligent questions for everyone to ask is: When Akufo Addo gives $1 million per
voter district, will my Region pay, or will my Region get?...Will you get $14.09? Who will lose
$6.46 to the person in your proud Region?...What is the Constitutional basis?...Will the
payments truly "enhance accountability in governance...(and)...effective separation of
powers" when it is the executive who decides what the program will be and it is the same
executive who takes the funds directly from the top of the national capital expenditure
budget....Regions do not have the same number of constituencies, or the same number of
people in constituencies, or the same geographic extent. Areas do not have the same unit cost
for similar facilities...(W)e can all agree that by virtue of geography alone, it should cost more
money to construct 5 miles of road of the same quality and functionality in the Kwahu
Mountains than in the Savannah plains in Afienya...When Akufo Addo gives $1 million per
voter district, will your Region pay, or will your Region get?...Prof Lungu, 6 Jan 17).

In Chapter 2 of this paper, prior to presenting the Winner-Loser data, we develop further the
conceptual and policy conundrum associated with the Akufo Addo largesse of million-dollarsper-constituency- per-year program.

IT IS THE "CONSTITUTION" AND THE "NUMBER OF PEOPLE" IN A
COMMUNITY AND THIER NEEDS THAT OUGHT TO MATTER HERE:
It is the constitution and the number of people in communities and their needs that ought to
matter here. In governance and administration today, unless articulated by a logical formula
(modeled on the number of people (and area, in some cases)), under a properly functioning
Constitution, nobody in Ghana, not even a president who received 54% of votes cast in an
election where nearly half as many eligible voters did not vote, not even Nana Akufo Addo
Dankwa, ought to be able to decree that they will allocate $1 million to each voting district.
This flows directly from our previous discussion that voting districts are not communities. And
again, it smacks of executive over-reach and lack of accountability.
Serious Akufo Addo must first complete the work started by the Mills-Mahama government on
the warts-infected Rawlings Constitution if we must have confidence when he says he will
complete every project started by the Mills-Mahama government. There is no more important,
foundational "project", even if the NPP, for some rather bizarre reason, neglected to incldue that
"project" in their manifesto. As such, that is one of the most important issues every Ghanaian,
regardless of party affiliation, ought to be pounding the pavement right in front of Akufo Addo,
right now, to wit:
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(1) What is the Constitutional basis of the $1M per constituency program?
(2) When are you going to repair that warts-infected Rawlings Constitution, and why must you
delay, if that is your plan?
(3) How will the $1M per constituency "enhance accountability in governance by promoting the
effective separation of powers" when it is the executive who decides what the program will be
and it is the same executive who takes however much they want directly from the top of the
national capital expenditure budget, subject to change by the next president when you are gone
from the public eye? .
(3) Is it really true that the total annual cost of the $1M per constituency program is $275
million?
(4) When Akufo Addo gives $1 million per voter district, will my Region pay, or will my
Region get?
Beyond electioneering talk, Akufo Addo and Dr. Bawumia have provided no information
explaining exactly how the "new programme" will work. Not surprisingly, many people are
confused today. Being rational, some people are thinking Akufo Addo will make the $1M annual
payments to "each district", meaning the duly-chartered Administrative Districts we discussed
above.
Sorry-ooh Mama/Oga!
Not!
That is not the case at all. Akufo Addo and Bawumia are talking about Electoral Commission
"Constituencies", (i.e. Voting Districts).

BUT THERE ALSO WAS REGIONAL PLANNING ALWAYS:
Why not make the Administrative Districts (or failing that, Census Districts) in Regions the
object of the awards?
In Ghana today, the largest functional political entity outside the National government is
obviously the "Region". While in theory the concept of the region is elastic Ghanaian "Regions"
have since the overthrow of Kwame Nkrumah in 1966 not been effectively planned and
incentivized as growth poles, there would still be currency to that idea. After all, regional
development planning is still an academic discipline, with tool and methods to spur, control, and
manage land use changes, economic development, and growth of Ghanaian communities
Voting districts are no places!
History shows that when in the 1950s and early 1960s Nkrumah's government programmed
national development projects, they made sure all regions contributed to, and benefited from, the
national development agenda. It was that national development policy that built Tema Harbor,
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the Akosombo Dam, the Tema Oil Refinery. It was the same national development policy that
constructed educational facilities and systems throughout the land that trained Akufo Addo and
Dr. Bawumia, and their parents, including medical centers and facilities such as Gee/Komfo
Anokye Hospital (KATH) and Korle Bu.
It was the same Region-focused national development policy that built all those roads, schools,
factories and facilities that latter day governments, from Ankrah's NLC, to Busia's Progress
Party, to Rawlings/Mills/Mahama P/NDC, to Kufour/Akufo Addo NPP, etc., sold without
compunction and proper accounting, many at fire sales to their friends in high places and foreign
interests. Kwame Nkrumah's government did not go chasing after "Constituents" with promises
of money for development.
GEE/Komfo Anokye Hospital (KATH) in Kumasi was in fact built to serve not only the Ashanti
Region, but also then Northern and Brong Ahafo Regions.
That was national development policy-making 101.
Next to the larger question about the Constitution, the other fundamental question is, does it
reveal a measure of Akufo Addo's character, leadership abilities, and dedication to Unitary
Ghana that because other governments over 2 generations failed badly to appoint dedicated,
competent, and community-centered administrators to run the Administrative Districts in
Regions, that Akufo Addo himself would inherently be incapable of, and/or unwilling to negate
that disastrous trend?

SAME DEVELOPMENT COSTS MORE IN CERTAIN LOCALES FOR THE SAME
NUMBER OF "CONSTITUENTS" EVEN WHEN PRIORITIZED:
Fact is, dedicating and actually paying out almost 20% of all national capital development funds
to/at the constituency level without any regard to national development priorities and the needs
of the Region in which the constituency sits may be good politics, but it does not good policy
make. That idea is not as nearly internally coherent as it ought to be because it is founded on an
inappropriate geographic unit.
The big idea is, all Regions do not have the same number of constituencies, or the same number
of people in constituencies, or the same geographic extent and characteristics, or the same unit
cost for similar facilities.
If we must provide just one simple example, we can all agree that by virtue of geography alone,
it costs more to construct 5 miles of road of the same quality and functionality in the Kwahu
Mountains than in the Savannah plains in Afienya. And, if a community needs to build sea water
retaining wall before they can construct the same 5 miles of road, cost will most likely be a lot
more.
But, that is National Development without attempting to see how many voters are on ahead, and
to the sides of the road we must construct to develop Ghana as Ghana.
Needless conundrum, we must say!
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TEN (10) POLICY-RELATED QUESTIONS FOR AKUFO ADDO:
The conundrum and incoherence of the $1M per constituency is further demonstrated with any
good faith effort at answering one or more of the following 10 key questions directly related to
that policy the basis of which is the "Voting District".
1. When Dr. Bawumia says it is up to "...the local people to decide what their problems are...",
are they actually saying anything goes?
2. Is Akufo Addo saying that if a Constituency decides they want to use the funds to develop
their community by building churches, mosques, brothels, casinos, etc., that the Government of
Ghana will support those solutions as answers to "their problems?
3. Suppose there is a food processing factory in Constituency A, and the "leaders" and other
powers in nearby Constituency B do not like the owner(s) of that factory, for one reason or the
other. Suppose officials in Constituency B decide they want their own food processing factory,
can Constituency B still use the funds for a second processing factory within easy reach of the
existing facility in Constituency A?
4. For development of "infrastructure", will the Constituencies be able to borrow using the
projected/in-coming funds as collateral, to whom, when, and at what interest rate(s)?
5. When a Constituency misuses or loses their $1 million allocation in Year X, does it mean that
Constituency has in fact met their development needs for the period? What will Akufo Addo tell
people in the Constituency who may still need the services that were promised but not delivered,
and what to Ghanaians?
6. Suppose Constituency A wants to build a road and Constituency B says not in our backyard.
Who will get what and who will decide what is best given national development priorities and
agenda, and the interests of the Region as well?
7. Will each Constituency have to produce proposals and send reports directly to the Region, or
Accra? Who will pay for the cost to develop the proposals?
8. How will Government of Ghana evaluate the proposals by the constituencies, if each can still
get the funds and do any project "they" want?
9. Who will administer the $1 million per Constituency annual grants and how much will that
cost each year?
10. Will the Government of Ghana have the responsibility to evaluate the projects at any cost to
see how each project achieves projected/predicted outcomes, and their impact on gainful
employment in the medium- to long-term, any horizon?
(In Part 2, we will present additional charts and graphics to prove our case that there are potential
winners and losers absent a Ghana-centered regional development planning focus of the Akufo
Addo/Bawumia $1 million-dollar cash giveaway to voting districts).
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Winners & Losers:
Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash
Giveaways to Voting Districts (2)
As it turns out, under President Akufo Addo's IPEP, (i.e., the $1M Per Constituency
program), every resident in Greater Accra would receive just 54% of what those in Upper West
would receive. On the other hand, every resident in Ashanti Region would receive just 63% of
what those in Upper West would receive...Many people now hyping "decentralization" may of
course not quarrel with Greater Accra receiving just 54% of what Upper West (winner)
receives. However, we are not entirely sure how that inequity must apply to Ashanti Region
(biggest loser by -$6,296,458.00)...Under this scheme, other losers include
Western...Central...Volta...Without any other considerations or adjustments, Ashanti, Greater
Accra, Western, and Central all get screwed by the NPP under their own plan for
infrastructure development in Unitary Ghana...You must take or give...However, when we take
or give, regions are not going to get "the equivalent of $1M" based even on the number of
"constituencies"...And, there will be additional cost, including administration, which they've
not talked about...We estimate administrative costs alone to be 1.5% - 5% of the total
allocation of $275M, in addition..., if professionally run, (i.e., without corruption, waste,
etc)....What Option (A, B, or C) must the Akufo Addo government take?...", Prof Lungu, 12
Jan 17).

In this final paper (Parts I, II, and III will be published as one paper at www.GhanaHero.Com,
shortly*), we present more data. We show that in addition to constitutional muster, conceptually,
going strictly by what has been communicated about the cash payments, the $1 million-pervoting district- per-year program is a deeply flawed talk-talk. That is, if President Akufo Addo
and Vice President Bawumia still want Ghanaians to believe in the promise they made.
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It can be done.
And President Akufo Addo and Dr. Bawumia can call the program whatever they want. The
program is listed as the "Infrastructure for Poverty Eradication Programme (IPEP) in the 2016
NPP Manifesto. But, everybody knows the program as $1M Per Constituency Payments,
including those who do not understand the difference between a "Voting District" and an
"Administrative District".
Oddly, having taken all the funds in the name of "Constituents", President Akufo Addo will turn
over those funds to an additional new layer of government, namely, "three Development
Authorities - Northern Belt, Middle Belt, and Coastal Belt". In practice, these "authorities will
not develop any resource. Rather, they will re-distribute those funds from existing central source
to the "constituents" who can build pretty much any infrastructure. The most charitable we can
say of the scheme is that it is a mighty duplicative way to run Ghana. While those 3 new
agencies will now spread across every corner of Ghana, Akufo Addo this week has announced
his intent to also create at least 4 more regions. In addition, he has actually ordered the creation
of at least 12 new ministries (among them Special Development Initiatives, Planning, Inner City
and Zongo Development, Business Development, Regional Reorganisation, Development,
Monitoring and Evaluation Ministry, etc,). However, not one of those 12 new ministries were
mentioned in the 2016 NPP Manifesto.
Whatever they call the $1M per voting district scheme, it would require (1) authority for the
scheme be derived from the Constitution of Ghana, and (2) adjustments be made to ensure
Regions and their Administrative Districts (and the number of people in the Regions, most of
all), not "voting districts, are the ultimate targets, by law and administrative direction.
All of Akufo Addo-Bawumiaa conundrum with respect to the $1 million-per-voting district is
explained in the simple data we present in this final paper.

21ST CENTURY GLOBAL AGE REQUIRES MORE DATA THAN TALK-TALK:
In the previous papers we established that next to getting the area of analysis (Administrative
Districts for instance, vice Voting Districts) correct, it is also crucial to utilize the appropriate
unit of analysis for the needs and deficiencies we seek to assist, that is PEOPLE who live in
COMMUNITIES (not voters on the Electoral Commission's list).
A "voting district" is not a "place"!
A "voting district" is at bottom a partisan device once outside the purview of the peoples'
Electoral Commission, and outside the hands of objective people.
Akufo Addo's New Patriotic Party (NPP) has absolutely no right to employ "Voting
Constituencies" for the purpose they've announced.
It is people and communities, stupid!
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The argument is simply this: As much as possible, after everything is said and done, and without
regard to "voters", every woman, man, and child in each Region ought to receive the same
amount, per capita. Further, it is precisely due to this fundamental imperative that the sum of
$275,000,000 per annum is not entirely accurate or complete, even for 275 Voting Districts,
which as we've noted is inappropriate to use. That imperative recognizes that the size of the
populations differ whatever unit of analysis we us.
And in addition, there will surely be administrative cost(s) related to distribution of all that cash,
(i.e., program management, if you will).
If you've only allocated $275M and you've told Ghana that everyone on of the 275 constituency
will get $1M, you have not included the cost for administration. That is, even if all the
government does is transfer the cash through the banking system electronically. Someone must
pay for those services. Banks, after all, exist to make money.
Alternatively, if we want to continue to be absent-minded, poor at planning, and still corrupt
(remember that Dr. Bawumia says the people can do whatever they please with the cash), the
government could send all that cash with some officials on chartered aircrafts to the nearest
airfield, care of Ms. Cecilia Abena Dapaah at the Aviation Ministry, who would order employees
to truck the funds to the people, wherever they are.
It helps to take liberty to be ridiculous, once in a while, you know!
To the point, $275M ain't the total cost. It ain't gonna cut it if every "district" will in fact receive
"the equivalent of $1 million. Even less so, if Akufo Addo's government intends to ensure the
greatest outcomes with little loss to corruption, negligence, loss from liability, etc. Shouldn't all
those cost be added to the amount of the award so the people know as best as possible how much
it would actually cost?

See
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"Basic Data with Adjusted 2015 Population" of 27,409,893. The Akufo Addo-Bawumia
payments have been aggregated by Region/Constituencies in Columns "H" and "F", below:
Employing the 2015-adjusted-population for Ghana in the 10 Regions and 275 constituencies,
our summary review of the data shows that under the Akufo Addo's proposal, every person in
every Region would be entitled to $10.03 (275,000,000/27,409,893) per year, regardless of what
Voting District they have been assigned by the Electoral Commissioner.
Sadly for Dr. Bawumia, due to variations in the number of people in each region as we've
discussed, there would also be variations in the amount of payment to each person in each
Region. As such, the problem for President Akufo Addo's new government, if we must entertain
their proposal one more time, is that on per capita basis, there would be big winners and as a
result, big losers.
THERE WILL BE WINNERS & LOSERS, DO YOU CARE?:
Recall that we've calculated an average cost of $10.03 per capita, with Vice President Bawumia's
own numbers. In this case, Upper West (pop. 780,441/11 Constituencies), Upper East (pop.
1,163,303/15 Constituencies), and Brong Ahafo (pop. 2,568,809/29 Constituencies) would
receive $11,000,000.00, $15,000,000.00, and $29,000.000, respectively. So, due to the
differences in the size of the population, Upper West, Upper East and Brong Ahafo would
receive $14.09, $12.89, and $11.29 per capita, respectively. These Regions are what we've
characterize as "Winners", by different amounts, obviously. (For example, a Brong Ahafo
resident would receive just 94% of what a resident in Upper West would receive).
But it gets a lot worse, as you can see!.
On the other side of the ledger, every person in Greater Accra (pop. 2,354,576/34
Constituencies), Ashanti (5,313,705/47 Constituencies) and Volta (pop. 4,457,437/26/ 26
Constituencies), would receive $34,000,000.00, $47,000,000.00, and $26,000,000.00,
respectively. Here again, on account of the differences in the size of the population, Greater
Accra, Ashanti and Volta Ahafo residents would each receive $7.63, $8.85, and $11.04 per
capita, respectively. These Regions are what we characterize as "Losers", again, by different
amounts as you can see.
As it turns out, every resident in Greater Accra would receive just 54% of what those in Upper
West would receive. On the other hand, every resident in Ashanti Region would receive just 63%
of what those in Upper West would receive.
Under the NPP scheme, while Greater Accra would receive $10,708,094 less given the size of
the population, Ashanti Region would also receive $6,296,458 less.
Given all the resources that have gone to Great Accra over the years, and still does, we must
conclude that it is in fact Ashanti Region that would be the most disadvantaged based on the size
of the population.
Many people now hyping "decentralization" may of course not quarrel with Greater Accra
receiving just 54% of what Upper West (winner) receives. However, we are not entirely sure
how that inequity must apply to Ashanti. Under the plan, Western Region's $9.84 per capita be
the fairest, but still $0.19 les compared to our average of $10.93.
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This is what the data says!

Next, see above graphic above!
Again, remember that we've calculated an average award of $10.03 per capita for all
regions/persons, seen as the green horizontal line nearest $10.00.
Without any other considerations or adjustments, Ashanti, Greater Accra, Western, Central, all
gets screwed by the NPP under their plan for infrastructure development of Unitary Ghana as
pitched to the people. However, when we adjust, Regions are not going to get "the equivalent of
$1M" based the number of "constituencies", even.
We do not know about the reader!
We are thinking Greater Accra receiving less from this program may not break many peoples'
hearts. However, to propose that a person in the Ashanti Region would receive almost 50% less
demonstrates the internal incoherence of the program and as such, doubt about constitutional
muster.

PRESIDENT AKUFO ADDO MUST TAKE AWAY OR GIVE TO BE FAIR:
Considerations or adjustments means that President Akufo Addo and Vice President Bawumia
must take extra from, or give extra to, in order to ensure they meet their "equivalent $1M"
promise, even to "Voting Districts", which, as we've said, is bad public policy. (Again, the
proper unit for the payments are the administrative districts, not the "constituents").
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Per graphic above, President Akufo Addo and Vice President Bawumia must allocate to each
person in Greater Accra, Ashanti, and Central Regions the additional sum of $2.40, $1.18, $0.63
per person, respectively, to equalize payments to the winners on the other end. (This is "Option
A", for ease of reference).
Or, if they rather prefer, they can take from Upper West, Upper East, Brong Ahafo, Eastern,
Northern, Volta, the equivalent of $4.06, $2.87, $1.26, $1.24, $1.22, $1.01, per person, in order
to equalize payments to the losers at the bottom. (This is "Option B").
Or, to the extent Accra still takes a lot more, President Akufo Addo and his Vice President can
actually take from Greater Accra as much as they want and divvy it up to the losers at the
bottom, including Ashanti. This is "Option C". In this case, Accra would not get $2.40 per capita
from Option A which puts Greater Accra at the original Akufo Addo-Bawumia payment of
$34,000,000, representing an "underpayment" of $10,708,094 per our "Loser Wall of Shame"
graphic below. That $10,708,094 still leaves a balance of $9,034,382. President Akufo Addo and
Vice President Bawumia would finally have to take an additional $9,034,382. That $9,034,382
would go to Ashanti, Central, and Western regions, in the proportion of their "loses" as shown in
that same chart.
When Akufo Addo and Bawumia they take or give to adjust for "equity and equivalence",
(Option A or B), and for the disproportionate resources that go to Greater Accra, (Option C),
they would have found a Ghana-centered solution without regard to other planning factors some
of which we've discussed in Part I and Part II of our paper.
As such, the other trouble (or you could call it "opportunity") for President Akufo Addo and
Vice President Bawumia is that only Option C begins to address Akufo Addo's announced
intention to decentralize administration from Accra, to the other regions. However, from by their
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plan and the dataset alone, President Akufo Addo cannot prioritize Western Region ahead of
Ashanti or Central Regions, without other more severe adjustments.
Below, find the scoop on the -$19,000,000 negative losses by Greater Accra, Ashanti, Central,
and Western regions. We call it the "Akufo Addo-Bawumia $1M Awards: Losers Wall of
Shame".

For Ashanti Region, the loss of $1.18 per person would result in a negative $6,296,458. Again,
the loss of $2.40 per person in Greater Accra where everything happens, (total $10.7 million),
where all the moneys stays, where all the fat cats want to live and play, that may or may not
cause any sweat. But, if you are Ashanti Region, in the second tier, one of the neglected Regions
outside Greater Accra Region, a $6,296,458 loss every year can go a mighty long way to further
depress your economy and people, deeper, in virtual fratricide fashion. Conversely, a $19M
equity payment in 3 year alone can do some wonders, if all that money is in fact invested in
"infrastructure".
So, where do you, your friends, and family really fall?
Greater Accra?

Ashanti?

Central?

Western?

Do you really know the difference and import between/of Administrative Districts and Voting
Districts?
Would you recommend Option A, B, or C to President Akufo Addo?
Do you have your own idea based on our more objective criteria, population?

Do you care?
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Winners & Losers:
Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash
Giveaways to Voting Districts (4)
CONCLUSION:
ASHANTI REGION IS BIGGEST LOSER
Call it what they want. The $1M Per Constituency program requires (1) authority for the scheme
be derived from the Constitution of Ghana, and (2) adjustments be made to ensure Regions and
their Administrative Districts, based on the number of people in the Regions. And we've
explained all of the Akufo Addo-Bawumia conundrum!
The preceding graphic titled, "NPP $1 Million Per Voting District: Equity & Fairness by
Population", without rounding, is the more equitable and administratively justifiable funding
plan if we want to utilize approximately 20% of the $1.6 billion estimated for infrastructure
development most closest to the people. On that chart, again using the non-recommended unit
area (voting district), the average payment per voting district is actually $999,734.
Now, for those who claim Dr. Bawumia sometimes play fast-and-lose with numbers, that
$999,734 average payment is $1M before rounding.
$1M is $1M.
The problem for Dr. Bawumia though, is that being average, not all Regions will receive that
amount for all their Voting Districts.
Seriously, still, in the above preferred, administratively valid scheme, Ashanti Region receives
$53,296,458 (19.39%), and Greater Accra, $44,708,094 (16.26%). commensurate with
population. On the other hand, while Volta receives $23,616,392 (8.59%), and Upper East,
$11,671,274 (4.25), Upper West would receive $7,830,068 (2.85%), all in proportion to
population. Every other region would fit between the two groups and would be none the poorer,
an equitable outcome having been achieved.
What Option must the Akufo Addo government take, Option A, B, or C?
Dear reader, the biggest idea at bottom of this paper is this: Needless confusion between voting
districts on one hand, and administrative districts (or NVDTCRs) on the other, could have been
avoided by President Akufo Addo and Dr. Bawumia if they had perhaps been more objective and
less partisan. From our reading of the "Wall of Shame", we imagine they reckon their plan to
elect District Executives would not assure the NPP easy votes, compared to the effort to pitch
their $1M plan to "Constituencies".
Administrative Districts already exist.
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But, Voting Districts are not places or communities. It is for that very reason President Akufo
Addo and Dr. Bawumia will never be able to find a constitutional basis for their Voting Districtbased proposal, as eminent a lawyer as Akufo Addo is, except perhaps through politics,
politricks, and crooked Kangaroo justice.
Again, we must emphasize that the program is doable!
However, President Akufo Addo Dankwa and Vice President Mahamudu Bawumia must use the
statutory Administrative Districts, coordinated at the Regional level, consistent with regional and
national development planning principles and priorities.
It is not a wise or accountable president who orders $1M to all manner of sub-national authorities
that do not even have staff, and them affirms to them they alone can choose "any infrastructural
project they want" for themselves. The responsible national government would order the
National Development Commission to coordinate, charter proposals (including Master Plans and
such discussed in Part I of this paper), evaluate, report, recommend, supervise, and execute, in
coordination with all other stakeholders and communities in each Region. All of that go to our
point on additional costs, including administration, as we've noted more than once.
The plan has power to spur professionalism in city, town, and regional planning, surveying,
mapping, conflict management, education, money-multiplier effects, etc., in addition to built
infrastructure.
But, all of those "good" stuff will take extra money, still an investment in Ghana.
We estimate administrative, supervision, and incidental costs to range between 1.5% to 5% of
the total allocation of $275M, from a low $4.1 million to a high $13.7 million, in addition. This
would result in a rough order annual estimate of $289 million at the high end for "Akufo Addo's
Million-Dollar Cash", to administrative districts, through the regions.
But those funds ought not go to Election Commission "Voting Districts", not by any means!
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NOTES & SOURCES
1. NVDTCR (NVD-TCR) - Short-hand for Neighborhoods, Villages, Districts/Administrative,
Towns, Cities, Regions, all "places" in community and development planning nomenclature.
Could include Census Districts. Operationally and conceptually appropriate focus areas for
administration and planning, as contrasted with "Voting Districts" that are developed to
facilitate elections.
2. If you are reading this paper on Ghanaweb, you may not be able to see the graphics that are
necessary for easily understanding the content of the paper. This paper is crossed posted with
ModernGhana, SpyGhana, and other online portals. In addition, the final will soon be posted on
www.GhanaHero.Com/Visions.
3. Each constituency will get $1m every year under NPP - Bawumia,
(http://pulse.com.gh/politics/election-2016-each-constituency-will-get-1m-every-year-undernpp-bawumia-id5437995.html).
4. New Patriotic Party (NPP) Manifesto for Election 2016, Change: An Agenda for Jobs,
Creating Prosperity & Equal Opportunity For All.
SUBJ: Ashanti Region Biggest Loser: Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash to Voting Districts
(Part 3). Sequel to "Winners and Losers: Akufo Addo's Million-Dollar Cash Giveaways to
Voting Districts, Part I and Part II", by Prof Lungu.
Support Fair-Trade Oil Share Ghana (FTOS-Gh) Campaign/Petition:
https://www.change.org/p/ghana-fair-trade-oil-share-psa-campaign-ftos-gh-psa/ .
Brought to you courtesy www.GhanaHero.com©7-13 Jan 17.
(Powered by: www.GhanaHero.Com).
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